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<tbody>
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<td>9655 1C</td>
<td>A novel single fiber optical tweezers based on light-induced thermal effect [9655-23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9655 1D</td>
<td>A mode-division-multiplexing single fiber optical tweezers [9655-25]</td>
</tr>
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<tr>
<td>9655 1F</td>
<td>In situ and ultrasensitive DNA detection based on a graphene-coated silica fiber taper interferometer [9655-88]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9655 1G</td>
<td>Terahertz spectral characteristics of biological tissues [9655-132]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9655 1H</td>
<td>Fabrication and characterization of V-groove liquid core waveguide [9655-153]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9655 1I</td>
<td>Highly sensitive terahertz sensor for glucose detection [9655-156]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9655 1J</td>
<td>Accurate and in situ monitoring of bacterial concentration using a real time all-fibre spectroscopic device [9655-158]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9655 1K</td>
<td>Optical fiber sensing of human skin emanations [9655-179]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9655 1M</td>
<td>Holographic 3D fluorescence microscopy (Invited Paper) [9655-235]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9655 1N</td>
<td>Orthodontic mechanics using mini-implant measured by FBG [9655-237]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9655 1O</td>
<td>A single-shot 2D/3D simultaneous imaging microscope based on light field microscopy [9655-262]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Biomedical sensing and imaging for the anterior segment of the eye (Invited Paper) [9655-296]</td>
</tr>
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<td>Surface plasmon scattering: an alternative approach for optical fibers biosensors (Invited Paper) [9655-303]</td>
</tr>
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<td>Polarization-sensitive plasmonic hot spot tuning with nanoslit arrays [9655-37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9655 1S</td>
<td>Quantum opto-mechanical coupling model for fiber micro-cantilever beam damping noise reduction [9655-48]</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>9655 1U</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>9655 1V</td>
<td>Twin-core fiber end polish technique for particle trapping [9655-61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9655 1W</td>
<td>Ultra-sensitive temperature sensor based on liquid crystal infiltrated photonic crystal fibers [9655-94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9655 1X</td>
<td>All-fiber Sagnac loop hybrid interferometer based on a highly birefringent photonic crystal fiber with two asymmetric cores and its sensing applications [9655-115]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9655 1Y</td>
<td>Thermo-optically tunable switching in an electro-microtube ring resonator [9655-135]</td>
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<td>Absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy on a smartphone [9655-147]</td>
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Grating decoupler of channel plasmon polariton waveguide for optical integrated circuit application [9655-164]

High performance refractive index sensing in multimode plasmonic waveguide [9655-165]

Study on the strain characteristic of fiber optic flexural disk accelerometer [9655-175]

Single-shot, long-range, and zoomable optical tomography and profilometry using a diffraction grating and a CCD camera [9655-188]

Modal analysis of rotating plate using tracking laser Doppler vibrometer: algorithm modification [9655-209]

Multi-channel measurement for hetero-core optical fiber sensor by using CMOS camera [9655-216]

Linear polarization sensor with modified Shack-Hartmann wave-front sensor [9655-266]

Microbubble resonators as enhancement platforms for linear and nonlinear applications (Invited Paper) [9655-298]

TOPIC 5 SPECIALTY OPTICAL FIBERS FOR SENSING

Design of a high-birefringence two-core photonic crystal fiber for simultaneous measurement of pressure and temperature [9655-8]

Simplified correlation-domain Brillouin sensor using plastic optical fiber [9655-10]

Strain characteristics of selectively infiltrated photonic crystal fibers [9655-22]

Supercontinuum generation through DNA-filled hollow core fiber for broadband absorption spectroscopy [9655-45]

Building a lab-in/on-fiber (Invited Paper) [9655-47]

Heterodyning fiber laser based magnetic field sensor using magnetostrictive composite material [9655-78]

Preparation of ytterbium-doped silica optical fiber using MCVD process with chelate precursor [9655-91]

Excitation characteristics of seven-core fiber in splicing process [9655-104]

Temperature sensitivity of the inline interferometer based on a two-core photonic crystal fiber selectively filled with polymer [9655-117]

A high-sensitivity chemical sensor based on titania coated optical-fiber long period grating for ammonia sensing in water [9655-120]

Modal-interference-based temperature sensing using plastic optical fibers: markedly enhanced sensitivity near glass-transition temperature [9655-159]
Sensing nanometric displacement of a micro-/nano-fiber induced by optical forces by use of white light interferometry [9655-162]

Performance evaluation of an ultra-thin fiber optic dosimeter using therapeutic photon beams [9655-163]

A fiber optic spectrometer produced by a femtosecond 400-nm second harmonic Ti:sapphire laser [9655-194]

Self Q-switching of a bismuth doped silica fiber operating at 1.46 μm [9655-248]

A microdroplet-etched fiber Fabry-Perot resonator for the refractive index sensing [9655-249]

Improvement of radiation resistance of Er-doped photonic crystal fiber source by spectrum trimming [9655-250]

Sensing characteristics of all-solid photonic bandgap fiber modal interferometers [9655-252]

Design for an ultra-broad band single-polarization single-mode photonic crystal fiber based on the zero-order Surface Plasmon Polariton mode [9655-256]

Sensing characteristics of Brillouin scattering spectra in a micro-scaled silica fiber [9655-285]

Optical Bragg grating sensor fibers for ultra-high temperature applications (Invited Paper) [9655-297]

Regenerated long period gratings (LPGs) in boron-codoped germanosilicate optical fibre [9655-111]

The characteristic of gap FBG and its application [9655-34]

Sensitive strain sensor based on regenerated microfiber Bragg grating for high temperature environment [9655-39]

Pattern matching based smart interrogation algorithm for fiber Bragg gratings inscribed by femtosecond laser [9655-65]

Beat frequency dependence of the sensitivity for Faraday-rotation based heterodyning fiber laser magnetic field sensor [9655-89]

Noise performance improvement of dual-polarization fiber grating laser through external optical feedback [9655-101]

Fabrication of fiber Bragg gratings in embedded-core hollow optical fiber [9655-109]
9655 30 Theoretical and experimental study on crosstalk caused by multiple reflections in identical weak fiber Bragg grating array [9655-113]

9655 31 Planar waveguide Michelson interferometer fabricated by using 157nm mask laser micromachining [9655-124]

9655 32 Tunable plasmonic characteristics at asymmetric double metal caps on a dielectric nanosphere [9655-154]

9655 33 Chirality measurements using optical fibre long period gratings fabricated in high birefringent fibre [9655-205]

9655 35 Long period grating sensors response to photosensitive bacteriorhodopsin coating [9655-218]

9655 36 Novel two-dimensional single-shot optical imaging system by VIPA-comb interferometry [9655-240]

9655 37 Temperature and strain measurement by using cascaded chirped long period fiber gratings [9655-251]

9655 38 High-resolution compact dual-frequency fiber laser accelerometer [9655-253]

9655 39 Combining regenerated gratings and optical fibre Fabry-Pérot cavities for dual sensing of ultra-high temperature and strain [9655-278]

**TOPIC 7 NOVEL MATERIALS FOR SENSING**

9655 3A Metal ion sensing solution containing double crossover DNA [9655-160]

9655 3B Fiber temperature sensor with nanostructured cladding by TiO2 nanoparticles self-assembled onto a side polished optical fiber [9655-169]

9655 3C Study on the electrical control of graphene with single-stranded DNA [9655-272]

9655 3D Measurement of mechanoluminescence radiance of ZnS:Mn [9655-279]

9655 3E Fabrication of printed ITO sensor for the ammonia hydroxide detection [9655-354]

9655 3F Recent advances on optical reflectometry for access network diagnostics and distributed sensing [9655-398]

**TOPIC 8 DISTRIBUTED, MULTIPLEXED AND NETWORKED SENSING**

9655 3G Multi optical path generator for fiber optic strain sensors multiplexing [9655-55]

9655 3I Utilization of negative beat-frequencies for maximizing the update-rate of OFDR [9655-82]
9655 3J  High resolution optical time-domain reflectometry based on correlation utilizing an all-fiber chaotic source [9655-105]

9655 3K  Spectrum zooming in network topology based on a white light fiber optic Mach-Zehnder interferometer [9655-145]

9655 3L  Brillouin optical correlation domain reflectometry with lock-in detection scheme (Invited Paper) [9655-161]

9655 3M  A comparative study for massive data compression in long-distance distributed optical fiber sensing systems [9655-204]

9655 3N  Characterization of temperature-dependent birefringence in polarization maintaining fibers based on Brillouin dynamic gratings [9655-231]

9655 3P  A novel optical coherent domain reflectometer with dual frequency modulation [9655-275]

TOPIC 9  ENVIRONMENTAL AND STRUCTURAL MONITORING

9655 3R  High performance fiber optic sensor based on self referenced FBGs and high-speed dual-wavelength pulse coding [9655-81]

9655 3S  Fe(C)-coated optical fiber sensors for corrosion alarm monitoring [9655-128]

9655 3T  Fiber optic ultrasonic sensing systems using PS-FBG for damage monitoring in composite materials (Invited Paper) [9655-174]

9655 3U  Multi-scale wavelet decomposition and its application in distributed optical fiber fences [9655-176]

9655 3V  A fiber optic epoxy cure monitoring technique by using a wavelength-swept laser [9655-208]

9655 3W  Ultrahigh-sensitivity temperature sensor based on in-fiber Fabry-Perot interferometer [9655-217]

9655 3X  Temperature and strain dependence of the Brillouin frequencies in tapered optical fiber [9655-270]

9655 3Y  Safety monitoring of the FBG sensor in respect of radioactivity and deformation measurement of a silo structure for radioactive waste disposal [9655-283]

9655 3Z  Design and performance analysis of front end optical instrument for coastal water remote sensing [9655-287]

TOPIC 10  INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS, FIELD TRIALS AND STANDARDIZATION

9655 40  Whole optic fiber weighing technique and device of belt conveyor [9655-7]
Two-phase flow measurement based on oblique laser scattering [9655-80]

Comparisons between co-axial and bi-axial optical systems for time-of-flight based laser scanners [9655-168]

A hydrostatic leak test for water pipeline by using distributed optical fiber vibration sensing system [9655-246]

Multilayered film monitoring using terahertz reflective time-domain spectroscopy [9655-290]

New trends and applications of optical fiber sensing technologies at the NEL-FOST [9655-394]

**POST-DEADLINE PAPERS**

In-fiber whispering gallery mode resonator fabricated by femtosecond laser micromachining [9655-400]

High performance distributed acoustic sensor using cyclic pulse coding in a direct detection coherent-OTDR [9655-399]

Long-range and high-resolution correlation optical time-domain reflectometry utilizing an all optical chaotic source [9655-401]

A tunable and switchable wavelength spacing of multi-wavelength erbium doped fiber laser by exploiting nonlinear polarization rotation [9655-402]
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Introduction

The Fifth Asia-Pacific Optical Sensors Conference (APOS 2015) was held 20–22 May 2015, at the Lotte City Hotel Jeju in Jeju, Korea.

APOS 2015 continues a series of conferences that are intended to provide a central forum for an update and review of technical information covering a wide range of optical sensing fields—from fundamental research to systems and applications. The conference is open to researchers and professionals from the Asia-Pacific Rim as well as all regions of the world.

Since the first event held in Chengdu, China in 2008, APOS has become the key regional forum in this field and where an international collection of researchers and industry colleagues could get together to discuss and develop mutual collaborations. It is also the place where we can train the next generation of young researchers and leaders.

APOS 2015 was initiated to provide an open forum discussing state-of-the-art scientific and technological achievements in optical sensors, leading to future industrial applications. The conference included the following topics: Physical Sensing; Chemical and Gas Sensing; Biological/Biomedical Sensing and Imaging; Integrated Technologies for Sensing; Specialty Optical Fibers for Sensing; Grating and Component Technologies for Sensing; Novel Materials for Sensing, Distributed, Multiplexed and Networked Sensing; Environmental and Structural Monitoring; and Industrial Applications, Field Trials and Standardization. Many of the submitted papers described recently developed optical sensors. Sharing the research achievements from this conference will benefit the international scientific community.

This volume contains reviewed papers presented at APOS 2015; a total of 151 papers were selected among 181 submitted abstracts, including three plenary talks, 78 oral presentations, and 100 poster presentations covering 18 sessions. This work was supported by the Korean Federation of Science and Technology Societies Grant funded by the Korean government.

The committee chairs would like to express their sincere thanks to the organizing committee members, program committee members, international steering committee members and also all sponsoring and supporting organizations that offered essential support to the success of APOS 2015.
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